Abstract. In this paper we study sheaves of logarithmic arithmetic differential operators on a particular semistable model of the projective line. The main result here is that the first cohomology group of these sheaves is non-torsion. We also consider a refinement of the order filtration on the sheaf of level zero (before taking the p-adic completion). The associated graded sheaf, which we explicitly determine, explains to some extent the occurrence of the cohomology classes in degree one. 
Introduction
In this paper we study sheaves of logarithmic arithmetic differential operators on a particular semistable model X 1 of the projective line X " X 0 " P is obtained by blowing up the reduced closed subscheme given by the set of F p -valued points of X. We denote the corresponding formal schemes, the completions along the special fiber, by X and X 1 , respectively. The sheaf of logarithmic differential operators of level m, as defined in [6, sec. 5] , will be denoted by D pmq X 1
, and its p-adic completion by
. The formal scheme X 1 is the first member of a family of formal semistable models X n which we studied in [6] . In that paper, we obtained some results about the global sections of the sheaf of logarithmic arithmetic differential operators D Xn q. In this paper we only consider the case when n " 1, and the main results are summarized in the following theorem. (ii) There is a canonical surjective homomorphism
Theorem. (i)
The investigations here and in [6] were motivated by the question if the formal models X n mentioned above are D
:
Xn,Q -affine, and the non-vanishing of
X 1 ,Q q gives therefore a negative answer when n " 1. This has led us to consider in [7] a different family of sheaves r D pmq n,k,Q of p-adically complete differential operators on X n , and as it is shown there, X n turns out to be r D pmq n,k,Q -affine.
Global sections and cohomology of
Let X 1 be the blow-up of the projective line X " X 0 " P 1 Zp in the reduced closed subscheme given by the set of F p -valued points. We denote the corresponding formal schemes, the completions along the special fiber, by X and X 1 , respectively. For a more detailed discussion of this (formal) scheme we refer to [6, sec. 4 ].
Cohomology groups and their completions. Let
be the p-adic completion of the sheaf of logarithmic differential operators
We write D X 1 for the O X 1 -module generated by the restriction of D X 1 to X 1 .
Lemma 2.1.1. The canonical homomorphism
is an isomorphism when i " 0 and surjective if i " 1. For i ą 1 source and target of this map vanish.
Proof. For an inverse system of sheaves pF k q k , the presheaf U Þ Ñ lim Ð Ýk F k pUq is actually a sheaf. This gives the statement for i " 0. For i ą 1 the source and target of the map vanish because X 1 is a noetherian topological space of dimension one. In order to treat the case i " 1 we are going to use [3, ch. 0, Prop. 13.3.1]. The third condition of this proposition is fulfilled because the transition maps on the system of sheaves are obviously surjective. Let U be an affine open subset of X 1 . Denote by X 1,k the reduction of X 1 modulo p k , and let U k " UˆX 1 X 1,k be the open affine subset of X 1,k . Then we have for all i ą 0
is a quasi-coherent sheaf on X 1,k . This shows that the second condition of loc.cit. is satisfied, and, for i ą 0, also the first condition. Consider the exact sequence of quasi-coherent sheaves on X 1,k`1
has vanishing first cohomology on U k , this sequence stays exact after applying H 0 pU k ,´q, and this shows that the first condition of loc.cit. is fulfilled in the case i " 0. Hence we can conclude that the map in question is surjective for i " 1.
Proof. (a) For varying k the projective system
has obviously surjective transition maps (hence satisfies the Mittag-Leffler condition). We can thus pass to the limit over k and using 2.1.1 we obtain the exact sequence 2.1.4.
(b) We use (a) in the case i " 0 and 2.1.1.
(c) H 2 pX 1 , D X 1 q vanishes because X 1 is a noetherian space of dimension one. The stated isomorphism follows then directly from (a).
Vanishing of R
1 pr˚pD X 1 q. We use the Leray spectral sequence for the blow-up morphism pr :
Applied to the sheaf D X 1 we get an exact sequence
Denote by D X,d and D X 1 ,d the sheaves of differential operators of degree less or equal to d.
Proof. (a) Reduction: passage to the graded sheaves. We have
and we consider the tautological exact sequence
for all d ě 0, then we can argue by induction and get R 1 pr˚pD X 1 ,d q " 0 for all d. Using that taking higher direct images commutes with inductive limits we get
Working with local coordinates. Over the complement of pr´1pXpF pthe blow-up morphism is an isomorphism, and the stalk of the sheaf R 1 pr˚pD X 1 q vanishes thus outside XpF p q. Consider a point P P XpF p q. We may assume that P corresponds to the point given by the ideal px, pq of the ring
is annihilated by a finite power of p.) In the proof of theorem 2. 
And finally a s,1 ps`1q " s!ps`1q " ps`1q! " a s`1,1 . 
Proof. (i) We start with some preliminary considerations. The sheaf pr˚pD X 1 ,d q (resp. pr˚pT
, and we denote by Q ďd (resp. Q d ) the quotient sheaf. Consider the commutative diagram:
where the horizontal sequences are the tautological exact sequences. The corresponding long exact sequences give rise to the commutative diagram (2.3.7)
The sheaves Q ďd´1 , Q ďd and Q d are skyscraper sheaves with support in XpF p q. Let x a be a local coordinate at a P XpF p q. Then, cf. [6, 5.2 (c)],
and (2.3.10)
Hence there is a splitting
We introduce the following notation and terminology. For a global section δ P H 0 pX, D X,d q we denote its image in Q ďd by Q ďd pδq. The component of this element in Q d , according to the splitting 2.3.11, will be denoted by Q d pδq, and we denote the components in
(ii) Now we prove the injectivity of the map 2.3.5. The injectivity of this map is equivalent, by the long exact cohomology sequence attached to 2.3.1, to the surjectivity of the map
which appears on the right hand side of 2.3.7. We are going to prove that 2.3.12 is surjective as follows: consider δ 1 P H 0 pX, pr˚pT bd X 1and let δ P H 0 pX, T bd X q be its image. Then Q d pδq " 0. The crucial step is to lift δ to an element r δ P H 0 pX, D X,d q in such a way that Q ďd p r δq " 0. This implies that r δ does in fact come from an element (necessarily unique) r δ 1 P H 0 pX, pr˚pD X,dwhich is a preimage of δ 1 under the map 2.3.12.
We let x " x 0 and y " x 8 . Then δ P H 0 pX, T bd X q can be written as We are looking for a preimage r δ P H 0 pX, D X,d q of δ whose image in H 0 pX, Q ďd q vanishes. We start by taking as a candidate the element r δ d which is given by the same formula as δ, but now the summands are considered to be global sections of D X,d , i.e.,
(We write B The problem that we are facing now is this: while the local data of r δ d in degree d vanish (by assumption), it will in general not be the case that the local data of r δ d in degree ă d vanish as well. Our aim is to modify r δ d by adding a global section of D X,d´1 to it, such that the difference has vanishing local data in all degrees, hence comes from an element in pr˚D X 1 ,d .
In order to do so, we determine the local data of r δ d at infinity in all degrees. Using 2.3.2 we write
Because d`e´s 1 ě e the term y d`e´s 1 B e y does not contribute to local data at infinity. So, in fact, r δ d has vanishing local data at infinity in all degrees less or equal to d.
Now we analyze the local data at points a P XpF p qzt8u " F p . Let ξ a P Z p be a lift of a. We use 2.3.2 again and write
xa gives a non-zero contribution to the local data at a in degree e only if d`e´s´k ă e, i.e., d ă s`k, and in this case the contribution is modulo p e´pd`e´s´kq " p s`k´d . Since s`k´d ď s`pd`e´sq´d " e and because p d´s |A s we find that the contribution of`d`e´s k˘ξ k a A s x d`e´s´k a B e xa vanishes if d´s ě e. So we only need to pay attention to those terms for which d´s ă e or, equivalently, d´e ă s. Going back to the fourth line of the display above, we write
As mentioned above, the terms in
x do not contribute to the local data in degrees less than d. Note that
Because d´1´ps´1q " d´s and because p d´s |A s this differential operator has vanishing local data at infinity in degree d´1 (and in degree d). We write r δ d,d´1 in terms of powers of B x and find:
We therefore see that r δ d,d´1 has vanishing local data in degrees d and d´1. Now we define
Continuing in this manner shows that we eventually find r δ def " r δ d,...,1 P H 0 pX, D X,d q which has vanishing local data in all degrees less or equal to d, and its projection to H 0 pX, T bd X q is equal to δ. This finishes the proof of the injectivity of the map 2.3.5.
(iii) Now we prove the splitting 2.3.6. We start by making the following general remark: if H 1 is a subgroup of a finite abelian p-group H, then H 1 is a direct summand of H if (and only if) pH X H 1 " pH 1 . Now let c ďd P H 0 pX, Q ďd q be any element and let rc ďd s P H 1 pX, pr˚D X,d q be its image. Suppose prc ďd s " rpc ďd s lies in H 1 pX, pr˚D X,d´1 q, and write rpc ďd s " rc ďd´1 s for some element c ďd´1 P H 0 pX, Q ďd´1 q. Then there is δ ďd P H 0 pX, D X,d q such that Q ďd pδ ďd q " pc ďd´cďd´1 . This is implies that
is such that all its local data in the various groups Z{p d´i are divisible by p. Write
and with δ ďd´1 P H 0 pX, D X,d´1 q. The local data in degree d of δ ďd (or, equivalently, δ d ) at a " 8 and a " 0 can be read off immediately from this expression for δ d and it follows that all coefficients A s , 0 ď s ď d´1, and B Proof. Write a " pa 1 , . . . , a r q, and choose i P t1, . . . , ru such that ordpa i q " maxtordpa j q | j " 1, . . . , ru .
If now b " pb 1 , . . . , b r q P xay is such that b i " 0, then b " 0. Therefore, the map
is injective. Because finite-abelian groups are self-dual (non-canonically), we see that there is a surjection
But the group on the right clearly surjects onto Z{p n 1 '¨¨¨' Z{p n r´1 . 
qq is the quotient of
, cf. 2.3.10, by the image of H 0 pX, T bd X q which is a free Z p -module of rank 2d`1. Write 2d`1 " kpp`1q`r with 0 ď r ď p, so that k "
. Then, by applying 2.3.13 repeatedly we see that H 1 pX, pr˚pT
qq must be of exponent at least p e where
Remark 2.3.15. With some more work it should also be possible to explicitly determine the structure of H 1 pX, pr˚pD X 1 ,d qq. The filtration techniques in sec. 3.4 might be helpful in doing so. The appendix 4 contains some information on the structure of this cohomology group for small p and d.is a finite p-group, the p-adic Tate module
p
anishes and the exact sequence in (a) gives therefore a canonical isomorphism
q. As above we use the Leray spectral sequence for the blow-up morphism pr :
Applied to the sheaf D pmq X 1 we get an exact sequence
Denote by D 
In the proof of the lemma below we will use
Proof. (a) This follows as in 2.2.2 (a) using 3.2.3 in the Cech cohomology argument.
(b) Follows from (a) by passing to the limit.
(c) Follows from (b) and 3.2.1.
3.3. The cohomology group H 1 pX, pr˚pD
qq. Consider the exact sequence 3.2.2 and the corresponding sequence of direct images on X
where we have used 3.2.4 (a). We have
We put B Proof. The proof of 2.3.14 carries over to the case m ą 0.
q contains non-torsion elements.
Proof. The proof of 2.4.1 carries over to the case when m ą 0.
H
q is noetherian. In this section we continue our study of the ring of global sections of D p0q X 1
. Similar results should also hold for
We first consider the graded ring with regard to the filtration given by the degree, or order, of the differential operators, i.e.,
We denote by gr
q¯the corresponding graded ring.
(ii) There is a canonical isomorphism
Next we consider the following filtration pF i q iě0 , concentrated in non-negative degrees, on
We put
and for i ą 0 we set
Proof. Because I i T bd X and I i´1 T bd X are p-torsion free, we can write
Denote by Q the quotient on the right of 3.4.4. Because I i Ă I i´1 we get pI i Ă pI i´1 , and this shows that Q is p-torsion. Furthermore, locally the ideal sheaf I i (resp. pI i´1 ) is defined by the ideal px a , pq i (resp. ppx a , pq i´1 ). Now consider px a , pq i {ppx a , pq i´1 as an ideal in the quotient ring Z p rx a s{pppx a , pq i´1 q. As an F p rx a s-module it is naturally isomorphic to the ideal px i a q Ă F p rx a s:
Thus we find that Q is isomorphic to the product of T 
X {pI i´1 T bd and consider the tautological exact sequence of sheaves
The assertion in (i) is equivalent to saying that the corresponding sequence of global sections 
we can conclude that H 1 pX, I i´1 T bd q " 0. This shows that 3.4.10 is also exact when 2d´ipp`1q ě 0, and this is what we had to show.
(ii) This follows immediately from (i), and 3.4.6, and the observation that the sheaf O P 1 Fp p2d´ipp`1qq has vanishing global sections when 2d´ipp`1q ă 0.
(iii) We will assume for simplicity that p ą 2. (Simple variants of the following arguments should also cover the case p " 2.) By (ii) the ring in question is isomorphic to .) Let T be a generator of the direct summand in degree pi, kq " p1, 0q. (This summand is a one-dimensional F p -space.) Furthermore, denote the summand
in degree i " 0 by R 0 , which is known to be a noetherian ring. Then it is a simple matter to check that the ring in 3.4.11 is isomorphic to R 0 rT s{ppT q and is thus a noetherian ring.
(iv) This follows from the fact that the filtration pH 0 pF iiě0 is in non-negative degrees, and because, by (iii), the corresponding graded ring is noetherian, cf. [5, 1.6.9].
(v) This follows from the fact that the degree filtration pH 0 pD p0q X 1 ,ddě0 is in non-negative degrees, and that by 3.4.1 the corresponding graded ring is the one appearing in (iv), which is noetherian, cf. [5, 1.6.9]. We also remark that the two rings in (v) are actually the same. q which is a refinement of the filtration by degree, and which has the property that
As we have shown in the proof of 3.4.8 (iii), this ring is isomorphic to R 0 rT s{ppT q with a generator T which is in degree pi, kq " p1, 0q, cf. the proof of 3.4.8 (iii) for the notation. The "d-degree" of T is thus d˚:" (ii) H 1 pX 1 , D
